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Abstract 

The Hausdorff distance between a compact convex set K CRd and random sets 
K c lRd iS studied. Basic inequalities are derived for the case of K being a convex 
subset of K. If applied to special sequences of such random sets, these inequalities 
yield rates of almost sure convergence. With the help of duality considerations these 
results are extended to the case of K being the intersection of a random family of 
halfspaces containing K 
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1. Introduction 

Let K be a convex compact set in Rd with non-empty interior. The following two 
types of problem have been studied extensively. 

I: How closely is K approximated by the convex hull conv (Z) of a random subset 
Z of K? 
II: How closely is K approximated by the intersection n HE wH of a random family 
X of halfspaces containing K? 

The reader is referred to the very informative reviews of Schneider (1988) and Weil 
and Wieacker (1993). A typical example for Z in Problem I is {X1, X2, * * *, Xn} with 
independent, identically distributed random points Xl, X2, X3, * * * E K. Problem II 
arises in the reconstruction of K from projections onto random lower-dimensional 
subspaces, e.g. Small (1991). Numerous results for both problems have been 
obtained under the special assumption that K either is a polytope or has sufficiently 
smooth boundary AK. In many cases the approximation error is measured by 
Lebesgue measure of the symmetric difference KAt, where k stands for conv (Z) 
or n HE7r H. Another interesting quantity is the HausdorS distance dH(K, K), but 
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SGSAn385 Rates of convergence for random approximations of convex sets 

this is technically more diEcult and most known results are for dimension d = 2 
only. An exception is Barany (1989); see also Section 2. 

In what follows we investigate the Hausdorfl distance dH(K, K) in an arbitrary 
dimension d and for arbitrary K, i.e. AK is allowed to have vertices and flat spots. 
Theorem 1 in Section 2 gives basic inequalities for Problem I. These inequalities are 
applied to various special sequences of random sets. For instance, let the random 
points Xi be uniformly distributed on AK. Then with probability one, 

dH(K, conv ({Xl, X2, * * *, Xn})) = {o((lOg n /n )2/(d - l )) if aK is smooth. 

With the help of duality considerations it is shown in Section 3 that Problems I 
and II are equivalent in some sense. The results of Section 2 are then extended to 
Problem II. For example, if K is reconstructed from its orthographic shadows in n 

independent, uniformly distributed directions, the approximation error is of order 
O(log n/n) in general and O((log n/n)2) if AK is strictly curved. 

All proofs are deferred to Section 4. 

2. Various results for Problem I 

Let Rd be equipped with the standard inner product (, ) and Euclidean norm 1 1 

For xeOD6d and MC9d define d(x,M):=infmEMlx-ml. Further let B(M,E):= 
{y E lAd:d(y, M)' E} and B(x, E):=B({x}, £). Then the Hausdorff distance between 
M and L c lltd iS defined as 

dH(L, M):= inf{Ez0: McB(L, E) and LcB(M, E)}. 

There are some elementary inequalities for dH(K, conv (Z)) in terms of the 
function r(K, Z, E) := SUPX(E8K P{B(x, E) n z = 0} and the packing numbers 
D(K, E):= max {t(F): F c AK, Ix - Yl > £ for different x,y E F} of AK. (#(.) denotes 
cardinality.) Covering AK with closed balls is more convenient than the 'cap 
coverings' used by Barany (1989) and allows for similar results with simple 
additional considerations. We call AK 'smooth' if the following condition is satisfied. 

Condition (S). For each x E AK there is a unique 0(x) E AB(O, 1) such that 
(y,0(x))'(x,0(x)) for all yeK, and for some constant 1ER, l0(x)-o(y)l' 
llx-ylVx,ye8K. 

Theorem 1 [a]. For arbitrary E > O, P{8K ¢ B(Z, 2E)}_ D(K, E)7r(K, Z, E). 

[b] For 6 > O let Z^, be any subset of K such that AK c B(Z^,, 6). rhen 

6 in general 
dH(K, conv (Za)) < ' 182 if (5) holds and Za c AK. 
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An elementary bound for D(K, £), which is sufficient for our putposes, is given by 

(1) D(K, E) '-(2 diameter (K)E 1 + l)d V£ > O; 

see Pollard (1990, Section 4). The main problem will be to find good bounds for 
7r(K, Z, s) 

First we consider Zn,l := {Xl X X2 * * *, Xn} with independent, identically distrib- 
uted random points Xl X2 X3, * * * E K. For a sequence of real random variables 
(Yn)n and a sequence of positive numbers (Cn)n we say here that Yn = °(cn) almost 
surely if lim supn bO: len-Ynl _ c almost surely for some fixed c < Oc. 

Corollary 1. Let Xi be uniformly distributed on K, i.e. P{Xi sA}= 
Leb (A)/Leb (K) for any Borel set A c K, where Leb denotes Lebesgue measure on 
Rd. Then 

f O((log n /n )l /d) almost surely, 
d H(K, conv (Zntl )) = l O((log n /n )2/(d +] )) almost surely under (S). 

Under stronger regularity conditions on AK, Barany (1989, Theorem 6) shows that 
the expectation of dH(K, conv (Zn,l )) iS precisely of order (log n /n )2/(d + l ). 

Corollary 2. Let Xi be uniformly distributed on dK, i.e. P{Xi sA}= 
Hd_l(A)/Hd_,(@K) for any Borel set A c AK, where Hd_l denotes (d -1)- 
dimensional Hausdorff measure on Rd. Then 

0 O( (log n /n ) 1 J(d - 1 )) almost surely, 
H( ( ( ntl)) lO((logn/n)2'(d-1)) almostsurely under (S). 

These results remain valid if the given distribution P of Xi is replaced with another 
distribution Q ' aP for some a > O. 

In a diSerent application, which is motivated by ultrasound pictures, one considers 
intersections of K with independent, identically distributed hyperplanes. To make 
this precise, we assume from now on that O is an interior point of K and define 
p = p(K) := max {r > 0: B(O, r) c K}, R = R(K) := min {r > O:B(O, r) D K}. Now let 
Ul U2 U3, * * * and Al, A2, A3, * * * be independent random variables, where Ui is 
uniformly distributed on AB(O, 1) and Ai is uniformly distributed on [-R, R]. Then 
define Zn,2 = U l'i5,n {X E K: (X, UE) = AX} 

COrOIIarY 3. 

H( ( ( nw2)) {O((lognin)2 almOStSUrelY Under (S) 
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3. Equivalence of Problems I and n 

The equivalence of Problems I and II can be stated in terms of the polar set 

M*:= {y E i8d:(x, y) _ 1 for all x E M} of M c i8d, It follows from this definition that 
M* is a closed, convex set such that O E M* = conv (M U {0})*. In particular, since 
O E int (K), 

(2) K* is compact, O sint(K*), and (K*)*=K; 

see Schneider (1993, Theorem 1.6.1). In fact, it will be convenient to consider 
Problem II with K* in place of K. Beforehand we define the mapping zd\{o} 3 X 

+(x):= lxl-1x, the support function AB(O, 1) 3 5 h(M, s):= SUPX{EM (x, s) of M, 
which coincides with h(conv (M), .), and the supporting halfspaces H(M, s):= 

{X E Rd:(X,S)< h(M,s)}. 

Theorem 2. Let S be a random, closed subset of AB(O, 1), and define Z:= 

+-'(s) n dK. Then the following inequalities hold: 

R-2dH(K, conV(Z)) 'dH{K* n H(K*s))'-(1- ld (K c n (Z)))+' 

7r(K,Z,p-'R2£)'7r(B(0,1),S, E)< 7r(K9zb pE) E>0. 

With Theorem 2 at hand one can extend results from Section 2 to Problem II, thus 
obtaining rates of convergence for the reconstruction of K* from random projec- 
tions onto one-dimensional subspaces and onto (d- 1)-dimensional subspaces, as in 
Small (1991). The dual property to smoothness of dK is d(K*) having 'no flat parts': 

Condition (NF). For some constant 1*>0, min5E<3(K*x)tz3(K*y)ls-tlol*lx- 
Yl Vx,y E 8(K*), where (B)(K*, x):={s E dB(O, 1):=(x, s) = h(K*, s)}. 

Corollary 4. For independent, uniformly distributed Us, U2, U3, * * E dB(O, 1) let 

Snt 1 = /t U1 U U2 * * * U Un} and Sn 2 = U 1 cicn /x Ui}l n dB (O, 1), where (. ) 1 denotes the 

orthogonal complement. Then 

d {K*, n H(K* )0_ JO((logn/n)1/(d-l)) almostsurely, 

V SESn,l J tO((logn/n) ( )) almostsurel) under (NF), 

Ht ' sinn2 ( ' )) {O((]ogn/n)2) almost surely under (lVF). 

4. Proofs 

Proof of Theorem 1. Let F be a maximal subset of AK such that lx - Yl > E for 
different x,y E F. Then AK c B(F, E), #(F) _ D(K, E), and part [a] follows from 

P{8K ¢ B(Z, 2E)} < P{F ¢ B(Z, E)} 

< E P{zn B(X, £)=0} 
x E F 

'D(K,E)ff(K,Z,£). 
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Since conv (Z^) is contained in K and convex, the general inequality in part [b] 
follows from dH(K, conv (Z,)) = SUPX EK d (x, conv (Z,)) = SUPX E8K d (x, conv (Z^)) ' 
supxEdKd(x,Z,)'6. If condition (S) holds and Z,scdK, we utilize the following 
equality for arbitrary convex sets L,M c Rd such that at least one of them is 
bounded: 

(3) dH(L, M) = llh(L, -) - h(M, -)II := max Ih(L, s) - h(M, s)l; 
s E dB(O>l) 

see, for instance, Schneider (1993, Theorem 1.8.11). Here this equality leads to 

dH(K, conv (Z,)) = llh(K, *) - h(Z,s, *)11 = maxSEdB(O,l) (h(K, s) - h(Z^, s)). Let the 
latter maximum be attained in sO E AB(O, 1). Further let xO E AK such that 
h (K, sO) = (xO, sO). Then sO = 0(xO), and dH(K, conv ((Z;)) = infz Ezs (xO - z, 0(xO)) = 
minzEC(z^)(xO-zo(xO)) where cl(@) denotes closure. However, by assumption, 
(xO - z, 0(xO)) _ (xO - z, 0(xO) - 0(z)) ' I lxo - Z12 _ 182 for some z E cl (Z;). 

The following lemma is of general use later for deducing rates of convergence. 

Lemma 1. Let Zn =Uin-l Ci with independent, identically distributed random 
subsets Cl C2 C3, * * * of K. Suppose that 

(4) inf PtC1 n B (x, £) 7& 0} >-CtE vE E [0, Ry] 
xEaK 

with constants or,,B,^y > O. Then r(K, Zn E) < exp (-nct£g) for all E E [0 7] and 

[ O((log n /n )"p) almost surely, 
H( ( ( n)) lO((logn/n)2//) almost surely under (S) if P{Zn c AK} = 1. 

Proof of Lemma 1. Note first that r(K, Zn E) equals 

(1 - infxEdK p{cl n B(x, E) + 0})n _ (1 - atE13)n _ exp (-ncrEn) 

for arbitrary E E [0 7]. Now let En:= min {a, (c log n/n)1/13}. Then Theorem l[a] and 
(1) show that n=l P{8K ¢ B(Zn 2En)}-< (4R + ar) n=l En d exp (-anE) < oo if c 
is sufficiently large. Hence the assertion follows from the Borel-Cantelli lemma 
together with Theorem l[b]. 

Proof of Corollary 1. In order to prove the assertion for general K, it suffices to 
show that (4) holds with Ci = {Xi} and ,B = d. In other words, one needs a reasonable 
lower bound for Leb (B(x, E) n K), x E AK. For that purpose let s E AB(O, 1) such 
that ex, s) ' -lxl (1 - (p/R)2/2). Then lx + lxl sl2 = 2 lxl2 + 2 lxl x, s) c p2. Since 
conv ({x} U B(O, p)) c K and IXI-P, this implies that x + {y E B(O, E): eX y) C- 

-IXI IYI (1-(p/R)2/2)} is a subset of B(x, E) n K for any E E [0 p]. Its Lebesgue 
measure equals CtEd, where ct := Leb {y E B(0, 1) :Y1 '-IYI (1 - (P/R)2/2)}. 

In the case of smooth AK one cannot apply Lemma 1 directly, because Zn,l iS not 
a subset of AK. Alternatively let En:=(clogn/n)l(d+l) for some c>O and define 
Zn:=Zn,l n B(8K, E2n). Then obviously dH(K, conv (Zn,l)) 'dH(K, conv (Zn)) and 
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the subset Zn = B(Zn, En) n AK a AK satisfies En > dH(Zn Zn) >-dH(conv (Zn) 
conv (Zn)) Suppose that AK c B(Zn 2En). Then AK C B(Zn 2En + E2n), and 
Theorem l[b] gives dH(K, conv (Zn))-' dH(K, conv (Zn)) + En-< En + 1(2En + E2n)2 

Thus, by Theorem l[a] and (1), it suffices to show that Edn=l En d7-t(K, Zn En) < ct 

for suitable c > O. This is certainly true if 

(5) Leb (K n B(x, E) n B(8K, E2)) > tEd+l vE E [0 7] vX E dK 

with constants ',>0. We only sketch a proof of (5). For arbitrary x,y E AK 
condition (S) implies that ex -y, 0(x))-'llx -yl2. With p:=(21)-' this can be 
rewritten as IY - (x - p0(x))l ' p. This implies that B(x - p0(x), p) c K. Moreover 
one easily verifies that KnB(8K,E2) contains the set {zeK:(x-z,0(x))' E2}. 
Consequently Leb (K n B(x, E) n B(8K, E2)) is not smaller than Leb (B(O, E) n 
B(p0(X)p)n{ZERd:<Z0(X))<-E2}) which does not depend on xe8K and is 
precisely of order Ed+l as E 1° 

The following result is useful for the proof of Corollary 2 as well as Theorem 2. 

Lemma 2. The mapping +(x)= Ixl-x defines a homeomorphism from AK onto 
AB(O, 1) such that 

pR-2 Ix - Yl ' l+(x) - +(Y)l ' p-] Ix - Yl Vx,y E AK 
Proof of Lemma 2. Since the mapping under consideration is surjective, it suffices 

to prove the two inequalities for x,y E dK. The second inequality follows from 
2 (1 1 1 1)2 + l 1 1 1 left>(x) - <t(y)12 > p2 I{z>(X) - e>(y)12. In order to prove the 

first inequality one may assume without loss of generality that R-1. Further, let 
A := Ixl/lyl ' 1. Then 

X-yl2-I+(x)-+(y)12_ gA+(x)-+(y)12-I+(X)-+( )12 

= (A-1)(A + 1-2<(+(x), +(y))) 
= O if (+(x), +(y)) = (A + 1)/2. 

Hence one may assume that (+(x),+(y))>(A+1)/2'A. The function R3t 
lx + t(y - x)l2 attains its minimum at 

to:= (lxl2-(x, y))/lx-yl2 = (A-(+(x), +(y))) lxl lyl/lx-yl2 < o. 
Thus x is a non-trivial convex combination of y and z := x + to(y - x). In 

particular, lz l-' p, because otherwise x would belong to the interior of 
conv (B(O, p) U {y}), which is a subset of int (K). Now the asserted inequality 
follows from 

2 = lXI2 - (lXl2 _ eX, y))2/lx - yl2 

= lX12 IYl2[1A+(X)-+(y)12-(A-<z}>(x) <g,(y)))2]/lx _ yl2 
= lxl2 lyl2(1 + (+(x), +(y)))(l - (+(x), +(y)))/lx - yl2 

'- I¢'(X) - +(y)l2/lx -yl2 

Proof of Corollary 2. It suffices to show that (4) holds with Ci ={Xi} and 
,B = d - 1. But this is a direct consequence of Lemma 2. For Lemma 2 implies that 
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+(B(x, E)ndK)sB(+(x), pR-2E)n8B(O, l), and it follows from the definition of 
Hd_ that Hd_l(+(A))'-p-dHd_1(A) for Borel sets AcdK (cf. Federer 1969). 
Hence Hd_l(B(x, E) n AK) _ Pd-'Hd_l(B(+(x), Ep/R2) n dB(0, 1)) > asd-] for all 
E E [O, R2/p] and some constant a = a(d) > 0. 

Proof of Corollary 3. It suffices to verify (4) with Ci = {x E dK:(x, Ui) =Ai} and 
,B= 1. We utilize the following topological fact, which is easily verified: for any 
x E AK and E E [O, R/2] there exists a continuous path Zy:[0, 1]8K such that 
Zy(O) = x, lZy(A) - xl ' E for all A E [0, 1] and lZy(l) - xl = s. Then (4) follows from 

P{<z, Ul) = A, for some z E AK n B(x, E)}-> P{A, E {<^y(A), U,): A E [O, 1]}} 

' ElEx - 7(1), U1 )1/2R 

= OtE, 

where ct := Eles, U,)l/(2R) > 0 for any fixed s E AB(O, 1). 

The main tools for proving Theorem 2 are Lemma 2 and 

Lemma 3. Let L be a compact, convex subset of Rd such that 0 E int (L). Then 

pp(L) ' dH(K, L)/dH(K*, L*) '-RR(L). 

Other inequalities relating a set and its polar can be found in Chapter 24.5 of 
Burago and Zalgaller (1988). The inequalities in Lemma 3 are sharp, as can be seen 
by setting L = B(O, p) or L = B(O, R). Furthermore, a little thought reveals that 

dH(K, L) 2 1 dH(K, L) =Rv 
llmlnfd (K* L*) = P and LKPdH(K* L*) 

where convergence is with respect to dH(,). 

Proof of Lemma 3. Let us first mention two duality results that are related to (2): 

(6) h(K*,s)-g(K,s):=min{A>O:seAK} VsedB(0,1); 

see Schneider (1993, Theorem 1.7.6). The function g(K,) is the so-called gauge 
function of K, and g(K, s)-l is the length of the line segment from the origin to AK 
in direction s. Now one can easily derive that 

(7) R-' = min g(K, s) = min h(K*, s) = p(K*). 
xeibB(O,l) se"B(O,l) 

By compactness and convexity of K and L one may assume that there is a point 
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x E AL such that dH(K, L) = d(x, K). (Otherwise interchange K and L.) Then there 
is an s E AB(0, 1) such that d(x, K) = h(K, s) + (x, s), whence 

g(L, +(x))-l -g(K, +(x))-l =lxl-max{A>0:A+(x) sK} 

' Ixl - max {A > 0:A(4(x), s) ' h(K, s)} 

= Ixl - Ixl (1 - dH(K, L)/(x, s)) 

' dH(K. L) 

Consequently, 

d H(K, L) < llg(L, * )-1 _ g(K, * ) - 1 11 

= llg(L, )-g(K, *)- l (g(L, *) - g(K, *)) 11 

_ RR(L) llg(L, * ) - g(K, * ) 1 

- RR(L)dH(K*, L*), 

by (3) and (6). The other asserted inequality follows by interchanging (K? L) and 
(K*, L*) with the help of (2) and (7). 

Proof of Theorem 2. Note first that 

K:= n H(K*,s) 
S#ES 

= n {X E Rd:(x s)<g(K s)} 
SeS 

= n {X E R : (x z) 1} 
Z fE Z 

= Z* = conv (Z)*; 

see (6). Generally conv (Z) is a compact, convex subset of K. If 0 ¢ int (conv (Z)), 
then there exists an s E AB(0, 1) such that h(Z, s) ' 0. In particular, 
dH(K, conv (Z)) ' d(ps, conv (Z)) ' p, and {rs :r > 0} c K, whence dH(K*, K) = x. 
Therefore one may assume that 0 E int(conv(Z)). Then Lemma 3, (2) and (7) 
together yield 

dH(K*, K)-p(K*)p(K)dH(K, conv (Z)) ' R-2dH(K, conv (Z)), 

dH(K*, K) ' R(K*)R(K)dH(K, conv (Z)) 

= p-ldH(K, conv (Z))/p(conv (Z)) 

' p-ldH(K, conv (Z))/(p - dH(K, conv (Z)))+ 

= p-2dH(K, conv (Z))/(1 - p-dH(K, conv (Z)))+. 

The two inequalities for 7r( ) follow straightforwardly from Lemma 2 together 
with (7). 
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For the proof of Corollary 4 one needs to know that condition (S) and condition 
(NF) are equivalent. 

Lemma 4. Condition (NF) implies condition (S) with l:=R/pl*. On the other 
hand, condition (S) implies condition (NF) with l* :- p3/R31. 

Proof of Lemma 4. Any unit vector in Rd can be written as +(z) as well as +(z) 
for some z E AK,z- E 8(K*). Let x,y E AK,x-,y E 8(K*) such that +(x) E @(K, x) and 
+(y) E (S)(K, y). This is equivalent to +(x) E (3(K*, x) and +(y) E (3(K*, y), 
because 

+(x) E (S)(K*, x)X(x, +(x)) = h(K*, +(x)) 

Q (+(x), +(x)) = g(K*, +(x-))h(K*, +(x)) 

X (+(x), +(x)) = h(K, +(x-))g(K, +(x)) 

¢ +(x) E eJ(K,x); 

see (6). Thus if condition (NF) holds, then 

l+(x) - +(g)1-< p(K*)-' Ix- - y I 
-' (I*p(K*))-l l+(X) - +(Y) 

-' (pl*p(K*))-' Ix - Yl 
= R(pl*)-' Ix - Yl, 

according to Lemma 1 and (7). This implies condition (S) with I = R/pl*. 
Analogously one can show that condition (S) implies condition (NF) with l*= 
p3/R31. 

Proof of Corollary 4. The assertions follow straightforwardly from Theorem 2 and 
Lemma 1, if we show that 

P{Ui E B(x, £)}> £d-l and 

P{{Ui}l n AB(0, 1) n B(x, £) 7& 0}-CY £ £ E [O, 1] vX E aB(O, 1) 

with positive constants a,a'. The first half of (8) is well-known. As for the second 
inequality, 

P{{ui}l n AB(0, 1) n B(x, £) +0} 

_ P{(x + z, Ui) = O for some z E B(0, £) n {X}1} 

=P{|(X, Ui)|C-£(1-(X, Ui) )2} 

= P{|(X Ui)l C £(1 + £2) - 2} 

->a £ V£E[0,1] 

with some cY ' = cY ' (d) > O. 
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